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Is there damage? 

• A cultural background –
understanding Chinese attitudes

• The different generations –
understanding the differences between the 
Chinese generations – a general background

• The current economic background –
are things different as the Chinese economy 
slows down.



China is an ancient culture



The I Ching

The Book of 
Changes

The Book of 
Wisdom

Its antecedents 
are ancient, its 
“golden period” 
was in the Sung 
dynasty – about 
1000 AD





Chi - na

Simplified

Original 



China is the middle kingdom

• Implications
• You are the centre of the world
• The kingdom under heaven
•But – you are surrounded by potential competitors 

and enemies
• Therefore you need to be strong
• Especially after the century of humiliation



Today

• China is finding its proper place in 
the world

• There is a sense of assertion and 
pride

• Tourism is part of the policy of the 
Chinese State

• BUT – strong inter-generational 
differences

• Policy making is by an older 
generation



The emergence of Xiao Zi life-style(小资).

Xiao (小) means “a little bit or some degree of,”

while zi (资) means “capital or capitalization.”

In market research one finds respondents referring to themselves as 
being  xiao zi

It requires by Chinese standards a good level of income
It is being referred to as a life-style
It relates to the role of leisure in life – as a part of a work-life 
balance
As a means of establishing a self identity – while also being 
Chinese.



Chinese generations

• The Elders – were in their 
early teens prior to 1949

• The Cultural Revolution 
Generation

• The Transitionals

• The Millennials

• The Z generation



The Elders
Valley of the Centenarians

Hainan has over 2000 people 
over the age of 100 years



The Cultural Revolution Generation
(approx. 60 + years of age)

• Lived through the Maoist period

• A period of uncertainty and hardship

• Aged about 60 years

• Have seen the growth of China

• Have worked hard – brought themselves up in tough 
times

• Have saved – no widespread superannuation

• Not many with high levels of education

• Assertive – tough minded 

• Strong collective orientation



The Cultural Revolution Generation

• Concerns

• To avoid chaos

• To address poverty

• To acquire money and guanxi

• Holidays – if taking holiday – family is important

• Value for time

• BUT – they are the core of the emerging senior citizens market

• AND – beginning to enjoy an accumulated wealth (if successful)







The Transitionals (approx. 40 to 60 years)

• The inheritors of Deng Xiaoping’s 1992 Southern Tour

• Have witnessed the release of private capital and economic growth

• Witnessed and participated in the growth of Chinese higher 
education

• But have a strong work ethic

• Holiday motivations – knowledge and culture seeking, shopping.

• Lower income transistionals – motivated by wish to travel and acquire 
status for being able to visit overseas (the shopping commission 
tours)



The Transitionals

• Yet – it is market that is in transition itself

• They are acquiring the experience of being tourists

• The government is trying to teach them to be “good tourists” – no loud 
talking – that people do queue for things

• By the time they come to New Zealand they are more aware

• Travel can be VFR related (their children study in NZ)

• They are patriotic

• They are risk averse  - a Confucian trait – will watch bungy jumping but not 
generally do it

• They are used to using their cell phones for pragmatic purposes



The Millennials (approx. early 20s to approaching 40 years of age)

• Have not personally experienced the hardships of previous 
generations

• Have lived only in a time of economic growth

• Mostly the only child in their families (but this is a mixed blessing as a 
married couple has four grand-parents to support plus their own 
children)

• Older millennials now have children!

• Are used to technological advances.  Life is on the smart phone.

• Increasingly akin to our own millennials



The Millennials
• Can still be proud of their country

• But not overly caring about politics

• Seek experiences that permit self-development

• More reflective than previous generations (the 
meditation holidays)

• Aesthetically aware – e.g. photographs for many are 
not quick snaps – the picture has to have “harmony” 
– it is balanced, centred

• More sexually liberated

• Like to take safe adventure – messages of being 
certified by authorities helps sell these holidays



The Millennials

• Where they may differ from western millennials

• Still have awareness of family – and will be upset if they have family 
conflict

• Use apps like WeChat for consolidation of meaningful social groups

• Not wanting to collect highest numbers of “friends”

• Are often happier than the previous generations – and more playful –
even when compared with Western millennials



More numerous than the population of the USA

The spending of those under 35 years accounts for 65% 
of consumer spending in China

It is forecast to grow by 11% pa to 2021

Two-thirds hold passports

25% have degrees

Those in the middle class are not generally mortgage 
bound

Love travel

But used to a very competitive world

Each year approx. 200,000 start up a business



The Z Generation – the inheritors of dismay?

• Property prices are spiralling 

• The population is ageing

• The Chinese economy is slowing

• The Chinese government is squeezing the internet through a “social 
credit” programme

• The world’s environment is becoming degraded

• They live in a world of health concerns

• They aspire to health, clean environments and responsible 
consumerism



The Z Generation  (18 to 20 years)

• They are gym goers
• They are health aware
• They are fashionable
• They are into alternative holidays
• They are into travel
• They shop on Weibo
• Inclined to impulse purchase
• Frequently give on-line feedback
• They consume new apps
• China Skinny reports make make up sales booming and gender fluidity is 

fashionable.



What does this mean for New Zealand?



What does this mean for New Zealand?



But forecasting in China is difficult



Forecasting to December 2019



What does this all mean for New Zealand tourism?

• Obvious ones- We need 
to be on-line active and 
savvy

• But the uncertainties are 
greater

• Economic slowdown

• Sensitivities on the 
part of the Chinese 
Communist Party



Signs of slow down in the Chinese economy

BUT  - Is this true in 2019?



March 19th 2019



Caixan April 5th 2019

April 6th 2019



Key trends in 
Chinese 
tourism

• Make it special – looking for personalised 
itineraries

• Get adventurous – tents and outdoor 
equipment sales up on Alibaba

• It’s the little things – small comforts are looked 
for and expected – slippers, hot water bottles, 
loose leaf oolong tea etc

• Convenience is king – instant response expected 
– they have short attention spans (China Skinny, 
June, 2017)

• Study the Chinese brands and market websites



The affluence 
of the Chinese 
Market

• 90% of Chinese families own a home 
(80% without a mortgage)

• 70% of millennials own a home (HSBC 
study, 2017)

• Young female purchasers of homes 
account for 48% of market (2017) –
now 30%

• Sales of houses in 1st tier cities grew by 
30% in 1st quarter of 2019

• Imports of consumer goods increasing




